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The Indian Country Investigations and Prosecutions (“ICIP”) Reports submitted to Congress
for calendar years (CY) 2011-2012, 2013, and 2014 contain errors in two data sets. The
statistics provided in Figure 1 (“Defendants Filed in District Court”) and Table 13 1 (“Matters
Resolved”) of those reports are incorrect due to computation errors.
The first error is contained in both sets of statistics. The ICIP Report summarizes Indian
country caseload data for United States Attorney’s Offices (USAOs). The Executive Office for
United States Attorney’s collects Indian country case statistics through the Legal Information
Office Network System (LIONS) database. The two LIONS codes that apply to Indian country
cases are program category codes 092 (Violent Crime in Indian country) and 065 (Non-Violent
Crime in Indian country). A single matter may have multiple program category codes and,
although rare, there are instances where USAOs code Indian country matters using both the
non-violent and violent crime program codes. The ICIP Reports for the referenced years did not
account for instances where a single Indian country matter was coded using both the nonviolent and violent crime codes, resulting in double counting. The double counting error
affected Figure 1 and Table 13 in the ICIP Reports for years 2011 through 2014.
The second error applies only to Figure 1. In prior ICIP Reports, Figure 1 contained fiscal
year statistics for the number of Indian country defendants filed in district court. This is
inconsistent with other graphs and tables provided in the reports, which were prepared using
calendar year statistics. Figure 1 of the 2015 ICIP Report corrects this error and presents
calendar year statistics for years 2010 through 2015.
The final errors apply only to Table 13. In prior ICIP Reports, some USAOs that resolved
Indian country matters were omitted from the table. Additionally, in the 2014 ICIP Report, Table
13 was mistakenly titled, “Matters Resolved Other Than by Federal Declination.” The statistics
that appeared in the table covered all matters resolved, including declinations.
The errors described above impacted approximately one percent of the total number of
Indian country cases analyzed for the ICIP reports. The errors have been corrected and will not
affect subsequent ICIP reports.
Below are corrected versions of Figure 1 and Table 13 for the Indian country caseload data
collected after the passage of the Tribal Law and Order Act in 2010.
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The “Matters Resolved” data in Table 13 is contained in Table 20 of the 2011-2012 ICIP Report.

Figure 1: Defendants Filed in All Indian Country, CY 2010-CY 2015

Table 13: Total Indian Country Matters Resolved by USAOs, CY 2011-2014
Declinations alone do not provide an accurate accounting of the United States
Attorney’s Offices’ commitment to Indian country criminal cases. To provide context to the
declination numbers, Table 13 lists, for each federal judicial district, the “total Indian country
matters resolved” for calendar years 2011 through 2014 — that is, the total number of Indian
country suspects in immediate declinations, suspects in matters terminated (which includes all
later declinations), and defendants filed in District Court.
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